Abstract: Materials with well-defined microlattice structures are superlight, stable, and thus bear great potential in sound absorption. An integrated transfer matrix method (TMM) is proposed to evaluate the sound absorbing efficiency of these lattice materials, in which a massive number of micropores are densely placed. A comparison between integrated TMM and conventional TMM reveals that the proposed approach offers better predictions on sound absorption of microlattice. This approach is then employed to optimize the microlattice material to determine the best pore and porosity that lead to maximum absorbing efficiency capability and minimum required thickness to attain a target sound absorption.
Introduction
Materials and structures used for noise mitigation purpose generally possess numerous pores, damping sound energy through interactions of their solid skeletons and the wave driven air. Currently prevalent sound absorbing materials (SAMs) include open cell foams, [1] [2] [3] fibers or wools, [4] [5] [6] as well as perforated panels 7 or membrane structures 8 containing porous liners. The massive amount of intricate and interlocked irregular micropores inside these conventional SAMs are basically dimension-uncontrollable and far from optimization. Previous studies confirmed that both too big and too small pores are unfavorable to the efficiency of sound absorption. Thanks to the daily improvement of micro/nano technology, materials comprised of well-defined and regular microlattice structures nowadays can be fabricated. 9 Besides its prominent performance in wave interference, microlattice materials are also prospective candidates for sound damping because of their porous nature. Significantly different from conventional SAMs, the microlattice material can be accurately constructed with both dimensions and locations of the pores strictly controlled, making it possible to desirably manipulate their sound damping efficiency.
A theoretical study on sound damping by SAM remains rather difficult due to the complexity of thermo-viscous acoustic wave propagation in intricate microporous structures. One popularly cited theory proposed by Biot 10 had to divide the problem into high and low frequency ranges in order to derive explicit solutions. Many other a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
theories also have to make certain assumptions to retrieve concise solutions for this complex problem. 11 Nevertheless, the solving approach for periodical structures like microlattice materials can be simply decomposed into the transfer matrix method (TMM). 12, 13 However, one subtle step within TMM is the selection of impedance for "transfer matrix (TM)." Some works adopted an impedance expression from empirical approximation, 12 while others tried to derive a more accurate one through theoretical analysis. 7, 14 Neither empirically nor analytically deduced impedances could give enough precision when the pores are very small and closely located, especially when the pores are irregular and the number of repeat layers is large.
In this paper, we proposed an integrated method that combines numerical simulation and analytical study to predict and optimize the sound absorption of microlattice materials. Our approach includes two steps. First, the acoustic pressure and particle velocity field of air passing one layer of the microlattice is numerically acquired, through which the effective wavenumber and impedance of this layer is calculated. Then, the retrieved effective wavenumber and impedance are used in a TM to further calculate the overall impedance of the entire microlattice material.
One illustration of microlattice material for sound absorbing is shown in Fig.  1(a) . The microlattice material is backed by a rigid wall, and comprises stacks of layers in the X axis, while their patterns or features exist in the YZ plane. The microlattice material contains an N-layer of self-supportive membranes, with the thickness of each layer being t n , the space occupied by each layer being a n . For simplicity, we assume t n ¼ t and a n ¼ a. The success of TMM highly depends on the accuracy of the TM. In our TMM, the connection of pressures p and particle velocities u [shown in Fig. 1(c) ] between two adjacent layers is established by a TM ½T n according to ½ p n u n ¼ ½ p nþ1 u nþ1 ½T n T , in which the position of p n and u n is selected in the center of two adjacent layers [indicated by r and d, different from / and u as used in classic TMM, as shown in Fig. 1(b) ]. When sound waves propagate in the microlattice, the thermoviscous effect has to be considered for solving the acoustic wave damping problem, due to the viscosity of air in tiny structures. This thermo-viscous effect on the sound wave can be characterized by using a complex wave number k eff;n and characteristic impedance Z eff;n . So a general expression is adopted as follows:
½T n ¼ cosðk eff ;n aÞ jZ eff ;n sinðk eff;n aÞ j sinðk eff;n aÞ=Z eff;n cosðk eff ;n aÞ
The TM ½T n can be solved by using Comsol Multiphysics. As shown in Fig. 1 (b), a representative element of air medium extracted from the microlattice is assigned as the thermoacoustic model, while solid structures of the microlattice are realized by using "sound hard walls." Periodic boundary conditions are applied to all four sides of the element. Taking the nth layer out of the microlattice system independently, and applying sinusoidal pressurized thermo-viscous air flow normally, the pressures ðp r ; p d Þ and 
where
The TMs for every other layer can be determined in a similar way. For microlattice comprising multiply same layers, the overall TM can be found just by repeatedly using the TM of the nth layer. So the overall TM can be assembled as:
Once the overall TM is derived, the sound absorption coefficient can be readily found by using the standard deduction procedure, which would yield a ¼ 1 À jrj 2 , with r ¼ ðT 11 À Z 0 T 21 Þ=ðT 11 þ Z 0 T 21 Þ, where Z 0 is the characteristic impedance of air, and T 11 and T 21 are the components of ½T.
Verification and comparison
To validate the proposed integrated TMM and compare it with the traditional TMM in terms of accuracy, sound absorption coefficients of microlattices with various structural parameters have been calculated. In calculation, all these microlattice materials are placed before a rigid wall with certain distance, indicated by "Gap D." Most of the parameters are selected to meet the preconditions for which conventional TMMs are effective, i.e., low porosity (<10%), thin layer ( 0.1 mm) between each layers. For the conventional TMM, its impedance function is chosen from the most frequently cited work of Maa. Figure 2(a) shows the predictions of sound absorption by one layer of a perforated panel (Fig. 4 in Ref. 13) according to the conventional TMM and integrated TMM, respectively. Since the structural parameters all satisfy the requirement of a conventional TMM, both of the predictions agree well with each other and match the measurement. However, the capability of a conventional TMM will be remarkably weakened when the structural parameters of microlattice materials no longer meet those requirements. Figure 2(b) shows the absorption coefficient of a microlattice material composed of alternatively overlapped strips. Each circular layer has parallel strips fabricated by a cutting plotter, and crossly overlaps with a neighboring layer to form square pores. In total, 44 layers are stacked together, forming 22 layers of pores. Disk shaped samples are prepared and mounted in an acoustic impedance tube (BSWA Tech, Beijing, 260) for a sound absorbing coefficient measurement, according to ISO standard procedures. 15 The integrated TMM provides an absorption curve that matches the measured results at most frequencies. A slightly poor prediction only exists at high frequencies, for which sound wave is more sensitive to the irregularity of the pores induced by the deformation of the thin stripes. However, the conventional TMM Fig. 2 . Comparison of predicted sound absorbing coefficients between a conventional TMM and the integrated TMM for (a) a perforated panel with large pores, low porosity, small thickness and big spacing, (b) a crossly overlapped strip with high porosity and small spacing, (c) microlattice materials having high porosity, and (d) microlattice materials having high porosity, large layer thickness. presents a prediction generally much lower than experimental results. It is because this microlattice material has a high porosity of 50% and very close spacing. The interactions from neighboring pores and layers greatly weaken the basis of Maa's theory on the impedance of the pores.
By keeping other parameters in favor of conventional TMMs but using a high porosity, Fig. 2(c) shows the absorption coefficient of a microlattice with high porosity (60%). A reference result indicated by circles is retrieved from the transfer function method, 15 which is a widely used approach for determining a material's sound absorption coefficient from acoustic pressure measurement. As revealed by Fig. 2(c) , a very good match exists between our integrated TMM and transfer function method. In great contrast, the conventional TMM introduces an obvious error because of the high porosity. Since the conventional TMM calculates the impedance from a single pore independently, it produces larger impedance for a plate containing a huge number of closely placed pores. Accordingly, the predicted sound absorption is higher than the real situation. Figure 2(d) shows the absorption performance of a thin plate with very small pores (d ¼ 0.1 mm). The results derived from integrated TMMs agree well with that from the transfer function method. A classic TMM gives a higher evaluation on the absorption for small pores. In Maa's work, he mentioned that the impedance of a porous plate obtained by previous works was too high, 7 so he suggested an equation in which the impedance was inversely related to the sectional area of the pores [Eq. (5) in Ref. 7] . When the pore diameter reduces to sub-millimeter, his estimation may still be slightly higher than that in a real situation, as can be seen from the results in Fig. 2(d) .
Optimization on pore size and porosity
For a porous SAM placed in front of a rigid wall, the input impedance of the bulk material is determined by both the characteristic impedance Z eff and the wave number k eff of the microlattice materials: Z in ¼ ÀiZ eff cotðk eff LÞ, 16 with L being the total length of the SAM. To ensure the impedance match, we have Z 0 ¼ ÀiZ eff cotðk eff LÞ, which yields Z eff =Z 0 ¼ i tan ðk eff LÞ, representing the requirement of a positive relation of the characteristic impedance Z eff and the wave number k eff . However, Z eff and k eff are actually inversely related in a porous material. As can be found in Ref. 16 , for a material formed by parallel straight tubes, the proximate relation of impedance and wave number can be expressed by: Z eff =Z 0 / G / 1=C / 1=k eff , where G and C are two correction coefficients for impedance and wave number, respectively, both of which were tightly determined by the pore size and porosity. So, if Z eff is too large, the incident sound wave will be reflected by the SAM directly, without even meeting the back wall. On the other hand, if Z eff is too small, the SAM would not be dissipative enough, causing sound wave reflected by the back wall. Therefore, there exists an optimized pore size and porosity enabling the SAM to be most efficient.
The optimization will be conducted on microlattices to determine the best pore size and porosity that result in a target sound absorption over a frequency band. The target sound absorption will be described by using the Sound Absorption Average (SAA) as suggested by ASTM-C423. 17 SAA is the average of the absorption coefficients at twelve 1/3 octave frequency bands from 200 to 2500 Hz. The porosity of the pores under study is set between 0.09 and 0.7 and the size ranges between 0.15 and 0.25 mm, with pores assumed to be square. For each combination of the pore size and porosity, the transfer matrices of the microlattice at twelve 1/3 octave frequencies are calculated. Accordingly, the sound absorption coefficients at those frequencies for different overall lengths (50 mm, 40 mm) have been calculated. After that, the SAA at each combination of pore size and porosity is found. The results for pore size above 0.25 are shown in Fig. 3 .
As it appears in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), an overall thickness of 50 mm generates a maximum SAA as high as 0.75, with the peak SAA occurring when the pore size is around 0.2 mm and porosity 0.4. Similarly, when the overall thickness is reduced to 40 mm, a peak SAA also appears at a pore size of 0.2 mm, while generally the SAA is lower than that of 50 mm. As it is revealed, an approximate condition for achieving maximum SAA would be X ¼ À2d þ 0:85, where d is specified in millimeters, and X is dimensionless. This can be interpreted as larger pores having small flow impedances, making the structure less dispersive; thus increasing the wave path is a necessary way to improve the sound absorption. If the pore size is too large, it is almost impossible to generate a large SAA within a reasonable thickness.
As can be noted in Fig. 3 , the thickness of the SAM plays a subtle role in sound absorbing coefficient, and usually when the porosity is high, a thicker SAM performs better. In real applications, people prefer the SAM having a smaller overall thickness. Therefore, the overall thickness is chosen as the reference criteria for optimization. If the target SAA is set at a certain value, say, 0.7, then the goal of the optimization is to determine what pore size and porosity requires the smallest thickness to make the SAA reach 0.7. Considering the fabrication precision of the current threedimensional (3D) printer, the porosity is selected between 0.3 and 0.7. Figure 4 shows the obtained results of required thickness for pore size between 0.15 and 0.5 mm. Obviously, pore size under 0.25 mm is advantageous for sound absorption, a smaller overall thickness is required to attain a target SAA. A similar situation can also be found when SAAs are set at other values. Minimum thickness appears when the pore size is around 0.2 mm. The above mentioned relation of pore size and porosity X ¼ À2d þ 0:85 is also applicable to this case.
Conclusion
To characterize the absorbing efficacy of the microlattice materials, an integrated TMM has been proposed. By comparing with a conventional TMM, the proposed integrated TMM gives better prediction of sound absorption by microlattice materials. This verifies the validity of the proposed integrated TMM and shows its advantage over a conventional TMM. Generally, when the pores are small and porosity is high, the integrated TMM introduces lower errors as compared with a conventional TMM. Finally, the integrated TMM is adopted to optimize the pore size and porosity of the microlattice materials. A pore size of 0.2 mm is found to be optimal for a microlattice material to attain a target SAA with the smallest thickness.
